ID TECH’s full line of secure PIN pads and state-of-the-art payment devices allows you to easily make a credit card purchase at any countertop POS location.

**VP8800**
PCI 5.x certified MSR, EMV, and NFC semi-integrated payment terminal with advanced signature capture capability.

**VP8300**
Attractively packaged customer-facing countertop payment device with MSR, EMV, and NFC capabilities.

**AUGUSTA**
EMV Chip and Magstripe Reader designed to offer retailers a simple upgrade path to EMV.

**SECURED**
PCI SRED certified Magstripe Reader that encrypts payment card data with each swipe.

**MINIMAG II**
Intelligent Magstripe Reader that can read up to three tracks of card data regardless of swiping direction or speed.

**SREDKEY**
PCI-certified encrypting key pad with an LCD and integrated encrypting card reader for Card Not Present environments.
MOBILE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS

ID TECH offers a variety of compact mobile readers with Bluetooth, USB, Audiojack, and Apple Lightning interfaces. Full line of mobile credit card readers accept MSR, EMV, and NFC payments, including Apple Pay, Google Pay, and Samsung Pay.

VP3310
PCI 5.x certified SCRP Reader for Software PIN on COTS (SPOC) that supports EMV contact and contactless with Bluetooth (BLE)/USB.

VP3600
PCI 5.x certified compact mobile PIN pad and card reader with Bluetooth (BLE) or USB interface ready for MSR, EMV, and NFC payments.

UNIPAY 1.5
Audiojack or USB Chip and Signature Reader that supports Magstripe and contact EMV card reading capability.

VP3300
All-in-one mobile reader with Bluetooth (BLE) or USB that accepts MSR, EMV smart card, and NFC payments.

SHUTTLE
Secure and reliable Magstripe reader that encrypts the information before it enters the mobile device.

IMAG PRO II
iOS certified Magstripe Reader that easily communicates with iOS mobile devices via the lightning connector.
UNATTENDED PAYMENT SOLUTIONS

ATMs, kiosks, parking, transit, vending -- whatever your self-service environment entails, we've got you covered, with the latest in PCI certified contact EMV and contactless payment technology.

VP5300
PCI 5.x certified 3-in-1 unattended payment terminal for self-service such as parking, fueling, ATM, ticketing, and payment kiosks.

VP5300 NFC ANTENNA
Allows VP5300 to accept contactless payment methods including all contactless cards and mobile payments.

SMARTPIN L100
PCI 4.x certified PIN entry device designed for outdoor unattended POS operations where encrypted PIN entry is required.

SPECTRUM PRO
PCI-PTS 4.x and SRED certified hybrid Magstripe and Smart Card insert reader designed for outdoor unattended environments.

VP5200
Low cost hybrid insert reader solution that supports both MSR and EMV Chip transactions.

SPECTRUM AIR
Sealed outdoor magnetic stripe insert reader for demanding outdoor environments.
UNATTENDED PAYMENT SOLUTIONS

Learn more about our family of unattended solutions at www.idtechproducts.com.

KIOSK IV
Compact, rugged contactless reader for ATM, kiosk, and unattended applications.

KIOSK III
PCI 4.x robust, secure stand-alone contactless reader comprised of a compact controller module and an RFID antenna module.

VP6800
All-in-one PCI PTS 5.x certified unattended payment device with a 4.3 inch digital touchscreen display supporting PIN on glass.

VP6300
PCI 5.x certified solution for vending/kiosk machine operators looking for a secure cashless solution supporting MSR, EMV, and NFC payments.

VENDI
Magstripe and Contactless all-in-one payment device for vending and self-service environments.

ZEUS
Outdoor all-in-one touchscreen computer with a 2.16 GHz Intel Celeron Processor N2807, 2GB of RAM, and a 64GB solid state drive.
ID TECH customizes, designs, and manufactures a wide range of products and components, including Magnetic Stripe readers, ICC readers, Contactless readers and custom ASICs, for customers around the world.

**MINISMART II**

EMV L1 and L2 Certified OEM EMV module that allows for easy integration into today’s payment applications requiring EMV acceptance.

**VP3300 OEM**

3-in-1 (MSR, EMV, and NFC) OEM payment module that communicates to the host via USB or audio jack.

**SECUREHEAD**

Compact 3 track encrypting Magnetic Stripe assembly TDES and AES encryption with DUKPT key management.

**SREDHEAD**

SRED validated MSR assembly for the industry’s most secure applications.

**MSR ASSEMBLY**

This 90mm Rail reads up to three tracks of data with a single swipe in either direction.

**TRIMAG IV**

Integrates MSR functions with the triple DES encryption engine, physical security protection hardware, and UART/SPI interface.
ID TECH is the industry leader for point of sale accessories and barcode scanners.

**2DSCAN**

- 2D CMOS Barcode Imager.

**BLUSCAN**

- Ultra Long Range Wireless CCD Barcode Scanner.

**VALUESCAN III**

- Mid-range CCD Barcode Scanner.

**2DSCAN FX200**

- Fixed-mount 2D CMOS Barcode Imager.

**VERSAKEY**

- POS Keyboard - compact, programmable, and encrypted options available.

**AC100**

- Application controller box for enabling semi-integrated payments.
ABOUT ID TECH

ID TECH is a world-recognized leader in the design and manufacture of secure payment solutions, ranging from PCI-certified PIN-entry devices, state-of-the-art Contactless/NFC payment devices, to EMV and Magstripe readers. For over 30 years, ID TECH has built a reputation based on technical excellence, innovation, and a commitment to superior customer service.

YOUR PAYMENT SOLUTION PROVIDER

Headquartered in Cypress, California (with additional engineering centers in Fremont, California; Shanghai, China; and Taoyuan City, Taiwan), ID TECH meets the highest standards when delivering quality payment solutions across the globe.

ISO 9001 Certified
ISO 14001 Certified

ABOUT VIVOPAY

ID TECH’s ViVOpay product family delivers industry leading contactless technology such as Apple Pay, Google Pay, Samsung Pay and global card brand acceptance across multiple verticals and applications. As the pioneer of contactless/NFC payments, ID TECH’s ViVOpay Solutions is always at the forefront of the latest contactless technology and enables both payment and loyalty to merchants.

WE ENGINEER PAYMENTS

For more information, please call ID TECH at (800) 984-1010 or visit www.idtechproducts.com.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Corporate Headquarters

United States
10721 Walker Street
Cypress, CA 90630
Tel: (714) 761-6368
TF: (800) 984-1010
Fax: (714) 761-8880
sales@idtechproducts.com
marketing@idtechproducts.com

International

Asia
asia@idtechproducts.com

Canada
canada@idtechproducts.com

Europe, Middle East & Africa
emea@idtechproducts.com

South America
internationalsales@idtechproducts.com
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